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This paper is the summary of our reseaches on the calculational

procedure of the multicomponent distillation
which were achieved during

these three years.
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Introduc tion

The theories of the continuous multicom_

ponent distillation developed
rapidly from

those of Lewis13), Underwood21), and Fenske7)

to those of Murdoch14), Acrivos4) and

Hollandll) during these thirty years.

Therefore, for an ideal system we regarded

the theory as generally established. But,

engaglng in the study of this problem, we

●

noticed that there were many more questions,

for instance

i) the treatment of non-distributed compo-

nents15) ∫

ii) the development of the high-speed

convergence method uslng the condition

of the matching at the feed plate17)26)

iii) the development of the very simplified

ca】culational procedure of the multicom-

ponent distillation15) 17)

iv) the analysis of the system with side cut

streams2
5 )

On the other band, for a non-ideal system

the step by step calculational procedure

propsed by Gi]1iland9) was used in many

cases, and the perturbation method proposed

by Acrivos3)4) was the only analytical method.

Even Acrivos' method was not useful in

practice, because the higher perturbed term

was too complicated. Tberefore we have

proposed Successive Approximation Method

and Successive Perturbation Method in昏328).

But these methods are not so simple as the

step by step procedure, because these are

deduced
uslng the perturbation theory, so

we shall next propse Successive lteration

Method wbicb have merits of both the

analytical method and the step by step me-

thod15). Consequently we can simplify the

calculational procedures of the azeotroplC

distil.1ation and the extractive distillation not

to mention the ordinary distillation.18) 19)

The
exact solution for the case of minimum

relux was discovered by Underwood22) and,

later on, in a more general form, by Murdogb

and Holland14). This solution is useful only

for the designlng problem under the glVen

separate ratio of the key components,

therfore we shall propse the calculational

method of the terminal compositions at the

minimum reflux state under the glVen reflux

ratio.27) On the other band, for a non-ideal

system the solution was unknown untill now.

But, when nondistributed components don't

exist, we can discover the exact solution for

the ca?es of the ordinary disti)1ation and the

extractive distillation by the study of the

behaviour of the pinch point.
16) 19)

On the other band, the theory of the batch

distillation had been developed by Rose20),

Croseley6), Bowman5), Fujita8) and Kojima12).

In this case the still composition is the

function of the distillate, namely, it is the

problem at the unsteaby state. But this

probrem can be simplified by using the

calcu]ational method of the terminal compoI

sition from the glVen COmpOSition in a column.
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So, we can easily calculate the distillation

curve by the method mentioned in §1 and

Rayleigh's equation.
23) 24)

SI The calculating method of terminal

compositions from the gIVen COmpOSit-

ion in a col11mn24)

For the enriching section Acrivos showed

the composition in a column xn(i) as a

function of the terminal composition xD(i).1)

xn(i)-
xD(i) ≡ Ckんn~1vk(i)

k

R∑ Chlkn-1
l

-------(1)

where lk is the k-th root of Eq.(2), vh(i)

and Ch are defined by Eq.(3) and Eq.(4).

P(i) xD(i) R P(k)<lk<P(k-1)･･･(2)

vk(i)

-右至箪市
ck- (宇

P(i)xD(i)

〔ん-P(i)〕2)
-1

-----･---(4)

In order to get the terminal composition

as a function of the compositionina column,

we divide both sides of Eq.(1) by((}k-P(i)),

and sum up for all components. Then, the

followlng equation can be deduced.

写譜駄-圭妄(K…R写Cklkn-1)･･･(5)
On the other band, the followlng equation

can be deduced from Eq.(2)1)

xD(i) -Rα(i)

H[lk-P(i)]
I

IT(i)[P(A) -P(i)]k

--･--(6)

Futber, summing up Eq. (6) for all

comrx)nents ,

R∑α(i)

LI〔)A-P(i)〕
I

1I(i)[P(k) -P(i)]k

1
･-----(7)

Consequently, if
xn(i)

is known, we can

obtain K and }h from Eq. (5) and Eq. (7),

and calculate the terminal composition xD(i)

by Eq.(6). On the other
band, for the

stripplng Section we can also
deduce analogous

equations.

If
xn(i) is made small, a useful asymptotic

form for
xD(i)

is made24).

i) Application to contin110uS distillation24)

Taking the feed rate a unit, the over-all

material
balance for i-th component can be

changed into the followlng form･

xf(i)-
xF(i) xf(i)

DxD (i)+ Wxw(i) ------･--･(8)

Then, if we introduce a parameter ♂ for

the convergence
into Eq･ (8), and use the

value of xF(i) as a-initia) value of xf(i),
the

value of xf(i)
can be corrected by the

followlng equations.

This iteration must
be continued until ♂

reaches a unit within a certain accuracy.

xf(m+1)(i)
-

a

-:lr=

o.TF(i)xf(m)(i)

DxD(m)(i) + Wxw(m)(i)

xF(i)xf(m)(i)
(i)+ Wxw(m)(i) )

-1

--(9)

･-･-･(10)

ii) Application to batch distillation23)

We express
Rayleigb's equation in the

followlng difference form.

△(Sxs(i))-xD(i)△S ･--･-･--･･･(1B

When D-t△D, the still composition can

be
glVen by the followlng equation.

友sくt)(i)-

I

S(0)xs(0)(i)- ∑ xD(n-1)(i) △D
n-1

S(0)-t△D
- (12)

Where S(0) xs(0)(i)
is the initial feed moles

of i-th component
in a still.

Consequently, we can easily obtain a

distillation curve by the above mentioned

method with which we can calculate the

terminal composition xD(i)
from the still

composition xs (i).

$2 Calculational procedure of the

multicomponent distillation with side

cut streams
for an ideal system

We shall develop the theory for the

conventional column
into one for the column

with side cut streams, for instance the

topplng ln a petro一eum refinery, and show

the calculational procedure of the composition

of each stream under glVen Operating

variables.

At this stage now, in order to simplify the

problem, let us analize the column with a

side cut stream in each section, and withdraw

it in liquid condition.

We can use Acrivos'equationsl) from the

t
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terminal to the side cut plate･ On也e otberhand, we use the followlng equations from the

side cut plate to the feed plate in the enriching section.

xn(i)-

Where

ド ワE(i)≡ Chんn-Ivh(i)
▲

R∑ Ck}kn~1
k

R-去官(L≡b.-E)
ヮE(i)

-去雷(DxD(i)
･ExE(i))

∑
P(i)?E(i)

ん-P(i)

vk(i)-

-R P(k)<lk<P(k-1)

_ P_(1i_
ん-P(i)

ch-[写
P(i)りE(i) P(i)ヮE(i)

(ん-P(i))2

(1ll

脚

色6)

En藍

住8)

1

I

I

I

■■

I

I

I

二｣

For the stripplng Section we can also deduce anarogous equations. Further, for non-distributed

components we can deduce
useful asymptotic expressions.

On the other band, taking the feed rate a unit we can easily obtain the correcting equations

of the terminal compositions from the over all material balance as follows.

DxD(i) - xF(i)
ExE(i). E*xE*(i)

DxD(i)
I

DxD(i)暮 Di哀弔

Wxw(i) - xF(i)

1+♂2
DxDH

Wxw (i)
+=∵∴+

ExE(i) . E*xE*(i)

Wxw(i)一 wxw(i)

Where el and 02 are determined by the conditions of写DxD(i)-D and写Wxw(i)-W and
l l

the terms xE(i)/xD(i), xE(i)/xw(i), xE*(i)/xD(i) and xE*(i)/xw(i) are calculated from the

initial value of the terminal compositions, but the value of xD(i) /xw(i) is determined by

the conditions of the feed
plate matching as follows.

E*∑ Ch′*FLk′~S′~1v点′*(i)
k

∑ Ck*FLk~S11
vk*(i)I

地__里土星.
xw(i) ~ w+E*

R′*∑Ck′*FLk′~S′-1
l

E∑ Ch′lk′n′~1vk′(i)
▲

R′∑ Ck′}′hn′~1
h

Finally, we can perform this calculation on

the very simplified assumption that the

initial values of the terminal compositions

are equal to the compsition of raw material･

On the other hand, when the culumn has

side cut streams in each section, we can

similarly solve this problem by using Eq.(22)

and Eq.(23) in stead of Eq.(14) and Eq.(15)･

7E,(i)

=Ez
1

1

(L-L'-= Ez)
･･･････････････(22)

D+∑Ez

R* ∑ Ck*FLh~S~1
l

∑Cklhn~1vh(i)
I

R∑Chlhn-1
l

-･･････(2カ

$3 Caiculational procedure of the

muiticomponent distillation for noA-

ideal systems

i) Su.ccessive Approximat]'on Method28)

The
material balance of the enriching

sectioncan be expessed in the followlng

equation.

Rn Pn(i)yn(i) . xD(i)L LJn

yn･1 (i)=訂1 ∑Pn(i)yn(i)
I

Rn+1
+

コ==琵琶

Eq.(24) can now be linearized by the

(DxD(i) +∑EIXDz(i)) -I(23)
introduction of a generating function Xn(i)

l

defined by the fol一owing equations.
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Xn.1(i) -RnPn+1(i)Xn(i) +Pn+1(i) ×

∑ xD(i)Xn(i)

Then, xn(i)
can be expressed in

xn(i)
xD(i)Xn(i)
∑xD(i)Xn(i)

So, if one is able to obtain the function

Xn(i) using Eq.(25) and Eq.(26), one can

calculate xn(i) using Eq.(27). After all, the

main object of the problem is a key to

solution of Eq.(26).

Acrivos solved Eq.(26) by means of pert-

urbation theory, and showed the first order

perturbed solution. But, the higher order

solution
is

neccessary to solve the problems

of any non-ideal systems. Accordingly, it

Where

is desired that a simplified general form of

the bigber order solution is deduced･

If we are prepared to neglect the second

and bigber order correction terms, we can

deduce the followlng
LJ-th order perturbed

solution.

X(u)n+1(i) -H(u)X(u)n(i)+i(u)n(i)
･----

(28)

Where

H'u'…ROPO(i)+PO(i) 2] x'u'D(i) ･･----㈱J

f(u)n(i)…RO〔P(u)n+1(i)
-PO(i)〕Xn(i)

+ [R(u)n-RO]PO(i)X(ull)n(i)

+〔P`ひ'n.1(i)-PO(i)〕∑xOD(i)X(u~1)n(i)
･-

So)
)

Finally, we can obtain the solution of the

generating functon X(-りn(i) in the following

form using the linear inbomogeneous differ-

ence
equation(28).

X(u)n(i)- ≡ C(u)A(n)(RO i(u)A)n~1v(u)A(i)
k

≡
PO(i)x(リ)D(i)

A(u)k-PO(i)

v(u)A (i)-

RO PO(k)<}(r')h<PO(k-1)

PO(i)

i(u)A-PO(i)

c(u,A(n)-C(u,A(1)

+:ill甚粘
c(u,A(1) - [去一宇
Q(u,A(1L)- [写

Pl(u)(i)xD(u)(i)
i(u)A-PO(i)

i(D)n(i)a(u)D(i
i(u)A-PO(i)

][F

-'ll
LF

On the other hand, for the stripplng

section analogous equations can be obtained

in a similar way. Further, appropriate

asymtotic expressions of non-distributed

components are used,
but we don't discuss

these in this paper.

ii) Successive Pertllrbation Method28)

We sbal】 report to an approximation which

is useful only where the perturbation is

Where

i( )A-PO(i))

PO (叫二'&
(i(u)A-PO(i))2

-1

････････････････････････(35)

･･･････････････････････････(36)

small. This is a simplified method of

Successive Approximation Method for the

numerical calculation.

Accoding to i), we must calculate A(u)A from

the higher order equation (32) at each pert-

urbed state, because the operator H(u)

contains the function
a(u)D(i) for the i,-th

perturbed state.

So, we deduce a simplified general form

of the higher order perturbation.

X(u)n+1(i)
-HOX(u)n(i) +¢(u)n(i) +g(u)n(i)

HO…ROPO(i)+PO(i) ≡ XOD(i)

¢(u)n(i)…RO〔P(u)A.1(i)-PO(i)〕 Xn(u~1) (i)+PO(i)〔R(u)n-RO〕 X(u-1)n(i)

+〔P(ひ'n.1(i)-PO(i)〕 2] XOD(i) Xn(ull)(i)
J

g(ひ)n(i)…PO(i)∑ 〔x(u)D(i)-XOD(i)〕 X(ull)n(3')

Finally, the fo】lowing solution can be obtained corresponding to Eq.(31)

節

(38)

(39)

(40)

t
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X(u)n(i)- ∑ C(u)A(n)(RO}k)れ1vk(i)
l

PO(i)XOD(i)

Where

>･

ナ~

I

I

I

I

I

■■

こ｣

r

I

,

A

ナ･

lk-PO(i)

vk(i)
PO(i)

-RO PO(A)<}k<PO(A-1)

lk-PO(i)

c(u,A(n)-C(u)A(1)

+岩笛砦
c(o)点(1)- [ふ宇里謡範㌢]ck

Q(u)(n) -Ck [ROr(u,(n) +写貿i#o,3Ei2]
ck

-[芋
PO(i)XOD(i)

(}k-PO(i)) A
-1

Il`u)(～)- 2: a(u'D(i)-XOD(i)〕X`u-1)n(i)
J

iii) Successive Iteration Method I15)

The methods of i) and ii) are more

complicated than the step by step procedure

for the reason that these methods are

deduced by means of perturbation theory.

So, we shall now show more simplified

method, i. e. Successive Iteration Method I,

for the case in which the order of size of

the relative volatility
is not reversible in the

column.

If Pn(i), Rn and xD(i) are known functi-

ons, Eq. (26) is anordenary
defference

equation. Then, we cancalculate the gener-

ating function Xn(i) from 1 to n in order

by Eq.(25) and Eq.(26). Therefore, in order

to regard Pn(i), Rn and xD(i) asknown

functions, if we adopt the idea of the

perturbation theory into this method, we need

not solve Eq.(26).

Tbis method has two merits, first it don't

need the asymptotic expressions, and secondly

it is as simple as the step by step procedure.

iv) Successive Iteration Method II15)

This method is used only for the case in

which the order of size of the relative

volatility
is

reversible
in the column･

In this case, we use the general form of

the LJ-th order perturbed equation mentioned

in i), i.e. Eq.(28), for the reason that the

existence of the deviation from the unpert-

urbed state within the radius of convergence

･････---(48)
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is the only key of the perturbation. Then,

as i(u)n(i) is the known function, we can

calculate the generating function X(u)n(i) in

order by the same process as Successive

lteration Method I.

S4 Calculational procedure of the

azeotropic distillation 18)26)

At first, we shall calculate
its degree

o士

freedom. Wben the composition of raw

material and the thermal factor of column

feed are glVen, there are four degrees of

freedom for the conventional column, but

in this case there is one more degree of

freedom for the reason that the entrainer

feed moles are unknown, that is, the first

column has four degrees of freedom
and the

second column wbicb
is constituted only by

the stripplng Section has three degrees of

freedom, besides there is a degree of freedom

for the whole of the system.

These degrees of freedom are
glVen aS

follows.

1-st column : bottoms
of all components

and reflux ratio of the

stripplng Section

2-nd column : bottoms of the key ompone-

nts and reflux ratio of the

stripplng Section

tbe whole of the system : the determinant

condition of the optimum

feed plate
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Now, we show the calculational procedure

of the azeotropic distillation
uslng Successive

Iteration Method.

i) Stripping section of the 1-st column

Xo(i) -1

Xs十1(i)-(Rs+1-1)αs(i)Xs(i)+ ∑ αs(i)xw(i)Xs(i) -･･･-･･･---････････6Q)

xs(i)
- xw(i) Xs(i)

∑xw(i) Xs(i)

Where Rs…Ls/W. We can calculate xs(i)
from the bottom in order by the equation abve

and a vapor-liquid equilibrium.

ii) Enriching section of the 1-st column

Xo(i) -xf(i)

Xn十1(i)-(Rn.1十1)an(i)Xn(i)-ワ(i) ∑ α.(i)xw(i)Xn(i) ･･･--･･････-63)

xn(i)

-讃紘
R

n…了至篇
?(i)-

xF(i)
- Wxw(i)

(1- W) ETV(i)

Where

We can calculate xn(i)
from the feed plate in order by the same process as i).

iii) Stripping section of the 2-nd column

Xo*(i)-1

Xs'1*(i) - (Rs*十l-1)αs*(i)Xs*(i) +∑ αs*(i)xw*(i)Xs*(i) -･･･-･･---節

xs*(i)
- pw*(i) Xs*(i)

∑ xw*(i)Xs*(i)

Where Rs*…Ls*/W･* And, we correct the
ungiven W*xw*(i) by the following equation

deduced from the condition of the matching at the top of the 2-nd column.

W*xw*(i) -

L*D
XL*(i)

VD* yD*(i)
W* xw*(i)

yD*(i)
_

αs*(i)Xs*(i)

.i.肝*(i/
∴

2Ja-sT首(T):a.束こ･(i)-i;sT束-(75

iv) The boundary condition at the top

Wben the liquid on the plate is one-layered,

it is the boundary condition that the distilレ

ation curve just crosses the binodal curve at

the top･ On the other band, when the liquid

on the plate is two-layered, it is the boundary

condition that the distillation curve just

crosses the glVen tie-line at the top.

v) Calculation of the activity

coefficient of the two-layered liquid

ln this case, as these layers are in
equili-

brium each other, their chemical potentials

are equal each other, that is, r,･IxiI -r.･ⅡxiⅡ

but r,･Ⅰ≒riX.Consequently each relative

volatility is not equal, but the vapor comp-

ositions in an equilibrium with these liquid

layers are equal each other. In this case, the

operating line denotes the relation of the

apparent composition, on the other hand,

the vapor-liquid equilibrium denotes the

relation of the true composition. Therefore,

we must deduce the special calculational

Y

⊂コ

t

ヽ

●

I

⊂コ

l

I
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procedure, wb王cb is different from the one-

1ayered case, for the two-layered case. But,

if we take care to calculate the activity

coefficient of the two-layered liquid, we can

express the vapor-liquid equiTibrium of the

apparent composition using T,･-r,･IxiI/xi-

riⅡxit/Xi.

Consequently, if we take care of the

calculation of the activity coefficient, we can

also use the above mentioned Successive

i) Solvent recovery section

Xl(i)
-Pl(i)/Rl

r

一▲-

I

I

I

l■
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Iteration Method in this case.

S 5 Calc111ational procedllre Of extractive

distillation19)

We have shown the calculational procedure

of the multicomponent distillation for a

conventional column uslng Successive lteration

Method in §3. This method is also applic-

able to the extractive distillation system.

Xn'1(i)-RnPn'1(i)Xn(i)+Pn'1(i) 2] xD (i)Xn(i) --･･････----････(629
J

xn(i)
- xD(i)Xn(i)

2]xD(i)Xn(i)
∫

ii) Enriching section

Solvent is generally more non-volatile than

key components, so, if we are prepared to

Xo,(i) -XN(i)

consider the composition of solvent in the

enriching section to be constant, the followlng

results can be obtained.

(64)

Xn′十1(i)-Rn′Pn′十1(i)Xn′(i)+Pn′+1(i)2] xD(i)Xn′(i) -･･---･･････････(65)
J

xn′(i)-(1-xsf(1))
xD(i)Xn′(i)

≡ xD(i)Xn′(i)

iii) Stripping section

Xo*(i)
-αo*(i)

X*s'1(i)-(R*s'1-1)α*s'1(i)X*s(i)+α*s'1(i) 2] xw(i)X*s(i) ---･-(68))

x*s(i)
-

Ps*(i) xw(i) Xs*(i)

写Ps*(3')xw(i)Xs*(i)
ノ

iv) Convergence method

鎚⊥_ Pf*(1)附

xw(1) - Xsf(1)

xD(i)
_

PF*(i)Xf*(i)

2]xD(i)Xsf (i)
ノ

冒 Pf*(i) xw(i)X*f(i)
∫

2] xD(i)Xf(i)
J

xw(i) -〔1-xsf(1)〕 a/(i)

DxD(i) -

Wxw(i)
-

xF(i) +SxsF(i)
el Wxw(i)

DxD (i)

xF(i) +SxsF(i)
02 DxD(i)
Wxw (i)

2]Pf*(31)xw(i) Xf*(i)
J

Where the symbol (1) denotes solvent.

(i$1)
･･････････････････(71)

reflux which was only useful to calculate

s6 Minimum reflux calculation of the minimum reflux ratio under the glVen

ideal multicomponent distillatiorL27) Separate ratio of two arbitrary components･

underwood22) and Acrivos2) discovered the We shall here derive the method which is

exact solution for the case of minimum useful to calculate the terminal compositions
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under the glVen reflux ratio and infinite

plate number, and
discuss the behaviour of

pinch points. At this stage now, we are in

a position to extend the treatment given on

Sl.

We first note that the functional properties

of Gk in n-- wasgiven as the following

relations by Acrivos2).

1) Gh-0 k>h

2) Gh-1

3) Gk-finite 々<h

Where Gk is defined by

Gk…%(-i[)
n-1

We can easily derive the determinant

equations of }h in γ乙-- using Eq.(5), Eq(7),

and above.

1) k<h

芋?.-_f=Lil:二--

2) k<h lk-P(k)---･･-----･ ¢噂

3) k-h

lI(h)〔}k-P(i)〕1
,t1 .

1k=
R LナH(i)〔P(k)-P(i)〕

▲

∑α(i)

H(h) [}k-P(i)〕
A

[P(k)
-P(i)]

-･･････q7)

Consequently, we can calculate xD(i)
in

n→- under thegiven reflux ratio and xf(i)

using Eq.(6). On the other band, for the

stripplng Section we can similarly derive

anarogous equations･ Futber, the correcting

method of xf(i) is the same as Eq.(9) and

Eq.(10).

Wbile, when non-distributed components

do
not exist, we can next s血ow that a pinch

pint exists arround the feed plate and it's

composition
is identical with that of the

liquid part of raw material.

First, the composition of the liquid part of

raw material is glVen
by the followlng

equation.

xlq(i)
xF(i)

q+(1 q)α(i) ∑ α(i)xlq(i)

･

(78)

Substituting Eq. (78) into Underwood's

determinant equation of, i., i. e. into

P(i) xF(i)

We can easily obtain the followlng 9quation.

享;I.._ii:p;:I-

- i-

So, if we compare Eq.(80) with Eq.(75),

we immediately obtain the followlng result.

xlq (i)-xf(i)

S 7 Minimum refl11Ⅹ ratio of a non-ideal

multicomponent distillation16)

If we assume that for the enriching section

a pinch point exists
below the E-tb plate

from the top and for the stripplng Section

above the β*-th plate from the bottom, we

can obtain the same fundamental equation

as that of the ideal system, because relative

volatilities of each component and molar
flow

rate are constant through the pinch zone･

For the enriching section solving the

equation, we can express the liquid compos-

ition of the n-th plate from the E-th plate

in the following form.

xn(i)-

xD (i) ∑ C&んn-IvA(i)
A

R∑ Ckんn-1
l

Where

芋空言欝-
R

vA(i)
- ∴P

(ぢし

Ih-P(i)

ch- [写譜辞][F

--･････-･････(81)

P(i) xD(i)
(ん-P(i))2

At this paper, we shall discuss the minim-

um reflux ratio of the case in wbicb non-

distributed components don't exist.

For an ideal system we have already shown

that a pinch point exists around the feed

plate and its composition is equal to that of

thq liquid part of raw material.

At this stage now, we shall advance the

analysis of this problem on the assumption

that the above mentioned fact bo】ds
good for

a non-ideal system.

As we have shown
in Eq. (84), although

the definition of Ch is different from that of

an ideal system, the functional properties of

Gh in n-… is identical with that of an
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ideal
system, and the determinant equation,

i. e. Eq.(82), of minimum reflux ratio is also

identical with that of an idea一 system.

Consequently, when non-distributed comp-

onents don't exist, the minimum reflux ratio

of a non-ideal system can be calculated by

the same method as that of an ideal system

using P(i) calculated from the composition

of the )iquid part of raw material.

And further, the behaviour of a
pinch

point
is also identical with that of an ideal

R-+昔-∑
ナ

■

I

l■

∈二ニ

ー

I

コ

｢コ

■■

｢｣

｢｣

I

I

I
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system. But when non-distributed compon-

ents exist, for the reason of, P(i)SP*(i),

at this stage now we cann't make clear the

probrem of this case.

S8 Minimllm reflux ratio of the

extra(:live distillation19)

Hitberto, when a system is not so non-

ideal, the followlng equations have been used

on the assumption that a pinch point exists

around the feed plate.10)

;%;#--q
p(A)<-P(k-1)

D .
S

_[P(i)〔xD(i)-S/DxsF(i)〕
▲ym I

D ~ケ Ik-P(i)

But, as the result of calculating its degree

of freedom, we discovered that the above

mentioned method is not correct and a pinch

point exists all over the enriching section

and around it.

P(i)〔xF(i) +SxsF (i)〕

}k-P(i)

P(i) DxD(i)
-B(i)

B(i)

β(1)

III

H [lk-P(i)]
A=2

｢/三

1I 〔P(k)-P(i)〕
A-2

I〝

H [}k-P(1)]
h=2

正二

IT [P(A)-P(1)]
A=2

Where

Using this facts, we deduce the determin-

ant equations of the minimum reflux ratio

by the same technique mentioned in S 7.

Then, the following results are obtained.

(S+q) 2<k<m

P(1) DxD(1)

B(1) [P(i)
-P(1)]

P(i) in the equations above is the value

calculated from the composition of the pinch

point･ Now, we assume that the composition

of the pinch point is glVen by the followlng

e quation.

a-(i)

-百去(sxsF(i)+qxF(の)
---･･･申カ

P(i)〔qxF(i) +SxsF(i)
)A-P(i)

2くi<m ･･----･--㈱

And, we substiture Eq.(91) into the dete_

rminant equation of )A in, n→-, i.e. into

宇務-o
2くk<m

･････････････-･･(99

The followlng equation can be obtained.

(s+q) 2<k<m･･･････････････････････････(9@

Consequently, if we compare Eq.(87) with But, when q$1,
we must calculate the

Eq･(93), when q-1, it is clear that these composition by trial and error uslng the

equations are identical･ Namely,
when q-1, minimum reflux calculation mentioned in S 6.

the composition of the pinch point is glVen

by Eq.(91).
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Nomenclattlre

Common

β:moles of distillate per unit feed

L:molar flow rate of liquid

P(i):reciprocal relative volatility of i-th

component

m:number of components

q:thermal
factor of column feed

ア:molar flow rate of vapor

Ⅳ:moles of bottoms per unit feed

x(i):molar
fraction of liquid of i-th component

y(i):molar
fraction of vapor of i-th component

α(i):relative volatility of i-th component based

on the most non-volatile component

SI

Ck:function defined by Eq･(4)

K:function defined by Eq.(5)

n:number of plates from the column top

s:m.les remained in the
stili

vk(i):function
defined by Eq･(3)

β :correcting parameter defined by Eq･(10)

入k:k-th root of Eq･(2)

S2

Ck:function defined by Eq･(18)

E:moles of side cut product of enriching section

E*:moles of side cut product of stripping

section

n:number of plates from the side cut plate of

enrictling section

n/ :number of paltes from the column top

R*:1nOdified reflux ratio (-L*/(W+E*))

β :nllmber of plates from the side cut plate of

stripplng Section

β/ :number of plates from the column bottom

vk(i):function
defined by Eq･(17)

71E(i):function
defined by Eq･(15)

o :correcting parameter
defined by Eq･(19),(20)

^k:k-th root of Eq･(16)

R :modified reflux ratio defined by Eq.(14)

S3

Ck:function defined by Eq･(47)

C(ひ)A(1):function defined by Eq･(35), or(45)

C(u)A(n):function defined by Eq･(34), or(44)

i(u)n(i):function defined by Eq･(30)

g(u)n(i):function defined by Eq･(40)

HO:operator defined by Eq･(38)

H(u):operator defined by Eq.(29)

n :number of plates from the column top

Q(v)A(n) :functionn defined by Eq･(36), or(46)

Rn:reflux
ratio(-Ln/D)

v(u)A(i):function
defined by Eq･(33)

vk(i):function
defined by Eq･(43)

Xn(i) :function defined by Eq･(25),(36)

r(u)(n) :function defined by Eq･(48)

^(u)A:A-th root of Eq･(32)

^k:A-th root of Eq.(42)

S4

L*D:molar rate of 2-nd column feed

Rn:modified reflux ratio defined by Eq.(55)

Rs:modified reflux ratio (-Ls/W)

R*s:modified reflux ratio (-Ls*/W*)

V*D:molar rate of vapor at the top of the 2-nd

column

W:moles of bottoms of the 1-st column per

unit feed

W*:moles of bottoms of the 2-nd column per

unit feed

xi:molar fraction of liquid

ri:activity coefficient of i-th component

71(i):function
defined by Eq･(56)

§5 .

Rn:modified reflux ratio (-Ln/D)

Rn,:modified reflux ratio (-Ln,/D)

Rs*:modified reflux ratio (-Ls*/W)

S :solvent feed moles per unit raw material

∂ :correcting parameter defined by Eq.(72),(73)

$6,S7,S8

B(i):function defined by Eq.(89), (90)

Ck :function defined by Eq.(84)

Gk:function defined by Eq.(74)

n :number of plates from the column top

R :reflux ratio (-L/D)

Rm: minimum reflux ratio

S :solvent feed moles per unit raw material

vk(i) :function defined by Eq.(83)

yE(i):molar
fraction of vapor on the a-th plate

Sllbscript

Common

β: distillate

F:raw material

f :feed plate

i,i,k:kindof component

W: bottoms

Sl,S2,§3

E :side cut product of enriching section

β*:side cut product of stripping section

n :n-th plate from the column top

S :still pot

t

l■

●

｢コ

■■

●

J
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■■

■■

L｣

■■

+

■

*

′
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l■

r
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●

r

=二

二｣

I

I

I

I

i4

β*:top of the 2-nd columII

L*:a layer of the 2-nd column feed

n :n-th plate from feed plate of the 1-st

coltl mn

s :s-th plate from bottom of the 1-st column

s*:s*-th plate from bottom of the 2-nd column

S* :number of plates of the 21nd column

W:bottoms of the 1-st column

W*:bottoms of the 21nd column

$5

n :n-th plate from the column top of solvent

recovery section

n':n'-th plate from the solvent feed plate of

enriching section

s:s-th plate from the column bottom of

stripplng Section

SF: solvent

β′:solvent
feed plate

$6,昏7, S8

h :heavy key component

l :light
key component

lq :liquid part of raw material

SF: solvent

DO:pinch point

Stlpp eps Cript

Sl

(0) :initial value

(m) :m-th corrected value

(i):value at D-tAD

S2

′
:section from terminal to the side cut plate

*
:stripplng Section

S3

*
:stripplng Section

t':I)-th perturbed term

(I,):approximate value determined by sumation

up from 0-th to L･-th perturbed term

S4

*

:2-nd column

I,ⅠⅠ:slgn Of layer

i5

′

:enriching section

*

:stripplng Section
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